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Project objective

Controlling the primary keys in 

Security, helping users and the 

University to manage facilities 

including the Veterinary Col-

lege, Halls of Music and the 

Central Library.

Challenge

To manage keys and user access 

for an estate consisting of 700 

buildings. The ability to have the 

right keys available at the right 

location, for the right person.

Solution

A user friendly Key Management 

system, which saves costs and 

would have less demand on staff 

and their time.

Benefit

The deister Key Management 

System has become a trusted 

and effective bolt-on solution, 

with user friendly software pro-

viding flexible and automated 

management.

The challenge of managing keys
A trusted partnership spanning a decade, continues to 
deliver a reliable key management solution for a diverse 
and growing city based University.

deister electronic and the University of Edinburgh first 
started working together in 2006. A combined security and 
estate management project team identified the challenges 
of managing keys and user access for an estate consisting 
of 700 buildings. The needs and demands of each building 
and service user were quite different. Consideration had to be 
given to staff, students and contractors, alongside location and 
building purpose. The ability to have the right keys available at 
the right location, for the right person, was seen to offer cost 
efficiencies, and would have less demand on staff and their 
time. It would also lessen the financial and operational risk 
of either losing or not being able to trace keys when needed. 
As the on-going support and success of the system was the 
responsibility of the estates & security team, the factors below 
were seen as imperative.

• Reliable and low maintenance.

• Professional and prompt manufacturer support.

• Centrally and dynamically managed.

• Ability to adapt, relocate, expand and future proof.

• Managed levels of authorisation.

• Automated reports for departments / buildings.

• Secure and easy override with full disaster recovery.

Modular range of cabinets  
“We chose deister electronic as they offered the largest and 
most modular range of cabinets available. The contactless 
technology and lifetime guarantee on the keyTag reassured us 
of the system performance data reliability. deister understood 
the need to be flexible with such a changing estate, and the 
built-in disaster recovery system meant that a remote site would 
always be able to access their keys. As new buildings have  
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flexx series
A scalable modular Key Management System

About deister electronic
deister electronic is an innovative, family owned global business with 
nearly 40 years experience in developing electronic and mechanical 
products for security and industrial automation. Widely acclaimed for 
our expertise and specialist implementation of RFID technology within 
practical applications, from key management, access control and long-
range identification (AVI) to logistics and process control.

About University of Edinburgh

The University of Edinburgh was founded in 1582 and is one of the 
oldest and prestigious universities in United Kingdom. The University 
belongs to the Russell-Group and plays a leading role in the area 
of research.
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come on-line or current buildings repurposed, expansion of the 
deister system across the University has grown. Other faculties 
have seen the benefits, and are knowledgeable that it is a 
trusted system which can be easily supported by the security 
team. Apart from controlling the primary keys in security, it is 
helping users and the University to manage facilities including 
the Veterinary College, Halls of Music and the Central 
Library. The pro-active maintenance and assistance we have 
received over the last ten years, has helped us to maintain 
service continuity, and adapt to meet the challenges of an 
ever evolving University estate.“ – Frank Henzell, University of 
Edinburgh. The reliability of the system continues to deliver cost 
efficiencies to such an extent, that a second larger phase of 

cabinet deployment has been contracted this year. The project 
has been considerate of initial surveys, and the security needs 
of each department and location. Within the University the 
deister Key Management System has become a trusted and 
effective bolt-on solution, with user friendly software providing 
flexible and automated management. The modular design of 
the cabinet has meant older systems haven’t gone out of date, 
and can be easily unified to work with the latest models and 
operated by the most up to date software. This will assist the 
security and estates team to continually deliver the challenges 
of further efficiencies, and the levels.  
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